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PREFACE 

This paper examines two systems of logic that have been pro-

posed for the notions of belief and/or knowledge. The first 

section looks at and criticizes a system proposed by Robert 

Ackermann. The second section is concerned with explicating the 

major points of a system put forth by Jaakko Hintikka. In the 

third section, an original attack is made upon the "KK-Thesis," 

which is a theorem provable by both of the systems mentioned 

above. ThE! fourth and final section of this paper is an attempt 

by the author to develop a system of epistemic logic which will 

avoid the criticisms leveled at the other two. 

Special thanks are extended to Dr. David Annis, whose in-

spiration and guidance have made the following study possible. 



I. 

1 In his book Belief a~~ ~~le~ , Robert Ackerman proposes in 

the se(:ond chapter a method of testing a set of one's conscious 

beliefs for consistency. Such a set is called a "distinguished 

belief set," and consists of "the set of formulas ••• each member of 

which represents one of a's conscious beliefs in the circumstances. ,,2 

These formulae must be prefixed by one of the following operators: 

Ba. (a believes that) 
_.Be. fa doesn't believe that) 
Be.Ba. fa believes that a believes that) 
Be.~ Ba -(~ believes that ~ doesn't believe that) 
.~ BaBa (~doesn 't believe that ~ believes that) 
-" Ba~J Be. (I!. doesn't believe that a doesn't believe that) 

The test for consistency consists of two steps, or procedures, which are 

designed to produce "model belief sets." These model sets may be 

thought of as representing "possible worlds" or "alternative worlds" 

in whic:h ~ conscious beliefs might indeed turn out to be all true. 

If there is no sucb alternative possible, then a's set of distinguished 

be liefs. will be incons istent • 

The first of Ackermann's procedures is called "Belief 

Augmentation," and is based on the criterion for consistency that one's 

beliefs are consistent only if they could all be true. If we label 

alB distinguished belief set B, then the set resulting from Belief 

Augmentation will be labeled B*. Set B* will consist of: (1) all 

of the members of B; and (2) those formulae which are obtained from the 

members of B "by deleting the prefix Ba, or by changing the prefix 



Ba~JBa to ""-'Ba, or by ~ changing the prefix BaBa to Ba and deleting 

it altogether (thus add ing two formulae if neither of the res ulting 

formula.e are already in the set). ,,3 Thus, if we have a set B = 
(BaBaq" BaE" Ba'"'-'E), then by Belief Augmentation we will obtain the 

set B*::: (BaBaq" Ba£., Ba",E" Ba9.J g., £., "-'E,). Since B* is inconsistent 

accordtng to the rules of standard Sentential lDgic, B is inconsistent. 

2 

This procedure, however, will only handle three of the six 

operators: Ba; BaBa; and Ba·'VBa. In order to test those formulae 

prefixE'd by the other three operators (.~Ba, /~BaBa, ~vBa''VBa), Ackermann 

introduces another step, called the "Disbelief Procedure." This 

procedure is applied to the members of B* in the following manner: (1) 

if there are !l formulae prefixed by the operator "'-' Ba (inc1ud ing those 

prefixed by "'""BaBa and ""Ba,......Ba) in B*, then the Disbeli.ef Procedure is 

applied !l- times to B* to obtain ~ new sets, B*:I.., B'*2 ••• B*n; (2) the 

denial of the sentence coming after same prefix ~'Ba (including ~BaBa 

/'V Ba ~Ila) is an element of same set B*i; (3) all of the members of B* 

are members of all sets B*l, B'*2 ••• B*n. Thus, if we have a set B =::. 

(BaE"~Baq,, ---Ba!." """BaBas), then by Belief Augmentation we will obtain 

the set B* -= (Ba'b-Ba<J.., .-v Ba!.., -... BaBa~ E), and by three seperate applica

tions of the Disbelief Procedure we will obtain the sets B*l:::: (BaR" 

rv Bag., ~ Ba!." ...vBaBa~ £., /'V q), B*2::: (Ba£, ,...., Baq" -- Ba!." ~ BaBa~ 

E" -.; !.), and B*3:::: (BaE" --v Bag., --- Ba!." --- BaBa~ ~ '""" Ba~). 

The reason for the stipulation that a different set be created 

for every formula prefixed by"....; Ba (or ......, BaBa or -." Ba .,...., Ba) is to 

preserve the consistency of agnosticism. For example, suppose that a 

is agnostic with respect to same statement 'E.,. Then (.......- Ba£, ,.....- Ba ,.., E) 

would seem to be a correct rendering of his position regarding £j he 



does not believe £., nor does he believe -- E.. If both of the ......... Ea. 

opt:!rators were eliminated in the same application of the Disbelief 

Procedure, then the resulting set (,....,Ea.£, ~ ..... Ea. "'""£, p, '""""E.) would be 

obvious ly incons istent. We would not want a system to prove such a 

position inconsistent, for it clearly does not seem to be contrary to 
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our notion of "rationality" to suppose that one might be agnostic towards 

a great many statements. 

This, then is the basic structure of Mr. Ackermann's system of 

doxastic logic (the term "d oxastic" will be used hereafter in relation 

to the notion of belief in the same manner that the term "epistemic" 

is used in relation to the notion of knowledge4 ). I believe that there 

is at least one flaw in Mr. Ackermann's system. Suppose that some 

per.son ~ believes that £., but does not believe that he believes that E. 

(he may not have the concept of belief, for instance). let us take the 

set B =: (Ea.£, --Ea.Ea.E.) as a representation of the state of a's beliefs 

in the circumstances.5 An application of Ackermann's Belief Augmentation 

would yield the following set: 

and an application of the Disbelief Procedure would produce: 

This set is clearly inconsistent according to the rules of Sentential 

Logic, so B must be inconsistent. This would mean that, in Ackermann's 

system, ~p::=l BaBa£, since, assuming Ea.£., -...- BaBaE. cannot be the case 

without producing a contradiction. However, because of the example 

cited above, I do not think that this is something which we would want 

to fallout of a correct system of doxastic 10gic.6 

Also, while it is true that NtE.:::> £, it is not true that 



Bal?-:::;;I E. In fact, Jaakko Hintikka, in his much discussed book Knowledge 

and Belief points out that this one difference between the logics of 

the notions of belief and knowledge "serves to explain ••• many subtle 

divergencies in the logical behavior of the two notions. ,,7 It is 

obvious that one can (and most of us probably do) believe quite a few 

things that are not true. This is why Ba£. ~ 2.. Now suppose that we 

substitute Ba£. for E. in this implication. We would then have 
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Ba£.. Yet in Ackermann's system, believing that one believes does imply 

that one believes. (Performing Belief Augmentation on the set (BaBaE; 

"'-" BaR) yields (BaBaE; ---- Ba£, BaE; £.)). Here again, it appears that 

8 
Ackermann's system may not be correct. However, before any tempering 

with his system is attempted, it might be instructive to take a closer 

look at the system(s) proposed by Hintikka in the book mentioned above, 

as that work constitutes a landmark in the fields of epistemic and 

doxastic logic. 

II. 

The many praises and criticisms of Professor Hintikka's Knowledge 

and Belief are as diverse as such a seminal and somewhat difficult work 

merits. An attempt to mention and evaluate all of them would be the task 

of an essay much longer and of a different purpose than the present one. 

This would also be true of an effort to present and evaluate everything 

that Hintikka attempts in the book. Therefore we shall only discuss 

in this section those things in Knowledge and Belief which relate most 

directly to our present purpose, which is to develop a relatively simple 

and, hopefully, correct system of logic for the notions of knowledge 

and belief. (By !'simple" we mean a system excluding quantification, 

identity, and so forth). 
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There are several notions whose understanding is central to an 

understanding of Hintikka's system (hereafter we will follow the lead of 

Charles Pailtharp9 and refer to Hintikka's proposed system as "SE4!!), 

and these are model sets and systems, virtual implication, indefensibility, 

doxastic and epistemic alternatives, and ~-sustaining sentences. 

Suppose that we begin, similar to the way Ackermann begins, 

by considering a set of sentences. These sentences might represent 

a's belief claims, knowledge claims, things which ~ does not believe or 

know, or any combination of these. Now suppose that, again analogous 

to Ackermann, we have certain rules which will enable us to construct 

other sets on the bas is of the members of the first set. The new sets 

whIch "te have constructed would be called "alternatives" to the first; 

the neloi' sets and the original set are called "model sets," and such an 

orlgina.l set together with its alternatives is called a "model system." 

Whether an alternative is "doxastic" or "epistemic" depends upon which 

rule or rules are used in deriving its membership from the original 

set, and these are discussed below. 

Chisholm says of the notions of "virtual implication" and "self-

sw;tainlng" that "Hintikka tells us that one sentence 'virtually implies' 

another provided that the conditional having the former sentence as 

antecedent and the latter sentence as consequent is a sentence that is 

'self-sustaining.' And he tells us that a sentence is 'self-sustaining' 

provided that its negation is 'indefensible.' ,,10 Now what of the notion 

of "indefensibility?" Hintikka. characterizes "defensibility' as 

follows : 

What my notion of consistency amounts to in typical 
cases is immunity to certain kinds of criticism. In 



order to see this, suppose that a man says to you 
"I know that £. but I don't know whet her q" and 
suppose that £. can be shown to entail logically 
~ by means of some argument which he would be willing 
to accept. Then you can point out to him that what 
he says he does not know is already implicit in what 
he claims he knows. If your argument is valid, it is 
irrational for our man to persist in saying that he 
does not know whether ~ is the case. If he is reason
able, you can thus persuade him to retract one of his 
statements without imparting to him any fresh information 
beyond certain logical relationships ••• 11 

Hintikka goes on to say that "the general characteristic of indefensible 

statements is, therefore, that they depend for their truth on somebody's 

failure (past, present, or future) to follow the implications of what 

he knows far enough. ,,12 (In these definitions the word "know" has 

been used exclusively only because they are presented in Hintikka's 

book at a time when he is discussing the logic of knowledge. These same 

definitions hold if "knows" is replaced by "knows or believes.") Thus, 

in general terms, Hint ikka replaces "cons istent" with "defens ible, " 

"valid" with"self-sustaining," "implies" with "virtually implies '! and 

"equivalent" with "virtually equivalent." In his article on "The logic 

of Knowing" (The Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 60, No. 25), Chisholm 

points out, for example, that what Hintikka calls "virtual implication" 

would be the same thing as implication in a world of "logically 

omnisci'ent beings," that is, a world where people actually do follow 

the implications of what they claim to know or believe as far as 
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possibl,e. The same conditions hold for the substitution of "defensible" 

for ccn:3istent, "self-s ustaining" for valid, and so on. 

The most important part of Hintikka's book is, however, the 

cond it ions and rules which he develops as a logical system. Three of 

the most important conditions presented are, it seems to me, the 

conditions (C.P*), (C.'-'K) and (C._P).13 They are formulated in the 



following manner: 

(C.P*) If "Fa£' e }1 and if Jlr belongs to a model 
system.n , then there is in Q at least one epistemic 
alternative p.* to ~ (with respect to ~) such that 
:E e ~*. 

(C. -""'K) If .,-Ks.E,." ~ p., then "Fa",£!1 E \l.. 

(C ...... p) If !I,.." Fa£" Eo ~, then "Ks...v E.." E Jl. 

(It might be helpful to note, for those unfamiliar with Hintikka's 

book, that "Ks." stand s for "~knows that", "Ea." for "a be lieves that", 

"E'a" for "it is poss ible, for all that ~ knows, that", and "Ca" for 
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\I it is compatible with everything a believes that". This notation will be 

used throughout this essay.) 

These conditions can be intuitively justified. If it is possible 

for all I know that E." then there must be at least one "epistemic 

alternative" in which £ is, in fact true. (An "epistemic alternative" 

is a state of affairs in which a knows at least as much as he does in the --
present state of affairs, which is described by~) That is to say, 

if I say truely of ~ that Fa£., then it must be possible for E.. to turn 

out to be true without overthrowing any of a's knowledge claims. 

Similarly, if I claim not to know that E." then it must be poss ible for 

all I know that -::J?.. If it were not possible, then something that I 

claim to know must virtually imply £., which means that my claim that 

I do not know that E. is indefensible. For example, if I claim that I 

do not know that there is someone in the next room then it must be 

possible, for all I know that there is no one in that room. To say 

that it is not possible, for all I know, that no one is in the next room 

is to say that something(s) that I claim to know, for example, that the 

light is on in the next room, that I can hear voices coming from that 

room, and that whenever the light is on and I can hear voices there is 

someone in that room, imply that someone is in the next room. Thus, 
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my clalm that I do not know that there is someone in the next room 

is indefensible, as it is open to just the sort of criticism described 

above (PP. 5-6). The same sort of argument will show (C.~P). 

To these three conditions, Hintikka adds two others in order to 

form the "basis" of SE4; that is to say, any other condition which 

might be needed can be derived from these five. These two new conditions 

are (C.KK*) and (C.K), and are formulated as follows. 

(C .KK*) If "Ka£." E. Jl- and if fl'* is an epistemic alternative 
to )l. ("1ith respect to a) in some M:)del System, then 
"Kap!' 6. Jl'*. -

(C .K) If "KaE." E. p-, then £. Eo f. 

The justification for the latter cond ition is fairly simple. By 

definition, KaE.::l E.. So, in any world where KaE. is the case, E. must be 

true. The ,iustification for the first condition is not so simple. 

Condition (C.KK*) has the effect of saying: if a knows that :E. in this 

world (L e., 11-) then ~ knows that E. in every epistemic alternative to 

this wo'rld. This is part ofHintikka's "strong" defitlition of the verb 

"to kno'W'." He views the statement "Iknow that E.," as, in his words, a 

"conversation stopper," in that it means that no further evidence can 

possible persuade me to change my mind. Hence the fact that in every 

epistemic alternative I must know at least as much as I do now; I may 

gain some knowledge, but no evidence could cause me to give up any of 

14 
my knowledge. 

When dealing with the logic of the notion of belief, Hintikka 

maintains that all of the five conditions above except (C.K) can be 

made to work by replacing "K" with "B", "P'! with tIC ", and "epistemic" 

with "doxastic". These cond it ions thus re-worded result in d oxastic 

alternatives to fl? rather than epistemic alternatives. The reason why 
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(C.B), which would be the doxastic counterpart of (C.K), won't work 

for belief was mentioned above in our criticism of Ackermann's doxastic 

system, namely, that Bap:PP. In place of (C.B), however, a "weaker" 

condition (C.b*) will work. It is formulated as follows. 

(C.b*) If "BaE." ~ fJt and if p. belongs to a model systemQ , 
then there is in Q at least one doxastic 
alternative r-* to fl' (with respect to ~) such 
that E.. 11*' 

-
We would at the very least want it to be possible that E. turn out to be 

true in ~ possible alternative, if I believe that E.. This a.t least 

insures us that E. itself is logically consistent. 

Hintikka notes that the two epistemic conditions (C.KK*) and 

(C.K) imply a third condition, which he labels (C.K*) and formulates in 

the following manner. 

(C.K*) If "~E.ff eo r- and if ~* is an epistemic alternative 
to lL (with respect to a) in some model system, then 
£ e. 11-*. 

Thus, what I know is not only true in this world (po), but in every 

alternative world as well. Hintikka goes on to tell us that, even though 

(C.B) does not hold for belief as (C.K) does for knowledge, the doxastic 

counterpart of (C.K*), which would be (C.B*) does hold. It must be 

possible for what that I believe to be true in all alternative worlds, 

even though it may not be true in this one. This, again, shows the one 

big difference in the logic of the two notions. 

This description of Hintikka's system, although very brief and 

somewhat superficial will, I think, suit our purposes. Now that we have 

at least the basic conditions for SE4, let us take a look at an interest-

ing theorem that follows. First of all, it is important to note one thing 

that does not follow as a theorem of sE4, and that is that BaBaE."+BaE..' 

(Technical note: I will use the arrow -i' to indicate Hintikka's "virtual 



implication, " and reserve the use of the horseshoe? for cases of 

standard material implication.) When Hintikka shows, for example, 

that A --7 B, he first begins with the set l.l. having A and ~B as its 

members. If a contrad iction can be derived, then A -t B. At one point 

in Knovl'ledge and Belief a proof that BaBa£. ~ BaE., is attempted, and it 
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in deed fails. KaKaE... -} FaE... will, however, follow as a theorem of SE4 

as it should, since FaE... ~ E.... 

There is on~ proof in Knowledge and Belief that has been the 

ob;ject of much discussion in the literature. It is the proof of the 

KK-Thesis, or that FaE., -" FaFaE.,- In Hintikka's notation, the proof is 

suprisingly simple and looks like this. 16 

(1) "Ka£.1! € ~ 
(2) II ..... FaKa.£." 6 fL 
(3) "Fa /"V Ktt£.' Eo \-l 
( 4 ) "----- Fa -e." E. p.* 
(5 ) "Ktt E.," I\. ~* 

assumption 
assumption 
(C. "'-'K), (2) 
(C.P*), (3) 
(C.KK*), (1) 

Sirlce the conjunction of (4) and (5) results in a contradiction, Fa!:-+ 

Faria£.. Hintikka's critics usually attack this proof by an attack upon 

the condition (C.KK*) or (C.P*).17 In what follows I shall offer an 

independent attack upon the KK-Thesis itself, and then endeavor to show 

what can be done in terms of formulating a system of epistemic logic 

which will not result in the KK-Thesis. 

III. 
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First of all, let us begin with a look at a modernday, practicing 

epistemological skeptic (we have in mind here the skepticism that would 

be advocated by someone like Keith Iehrer18 ). He would deny all knowledge 

on the basis of a "Skeptical Hypothesis" (any set of conditions under 

which most, if not all, of our beliefs are false although very nearly 

correct). Those things which most of us would claim to know, our skeptic 



would claim to believe, perhaps very strongly. 

Now, although the skeptic would never say of some statement ~ 

"I know that E.." (unless such a remark were to slip out "by accident "), 

there may be times when "we", meaning non-skeptics, would want to say 
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of him that "He knows that E.". By this we would mean that he has 

satisif'ied the following conditions for knowing that:e.: (a) he believes 

that :e.; (b) he is justified in believing that E. (i.e., he has evidence to 

support his belief that E..); (c) his justification for believing that E. 

is undeafeated
19

; and (d) furthermore, E.. is in fact true. For one who 

believes skepticism to be false--as defeating every knowledge claim--

it would be correct to say of our skeptic, "He knows that E.". 

If ~ ad. to the notation already presented in this essay the 

symbols "J" for " ___ is justified in believing ___ ", and " ....... D" for 

1I ___ .,s justification for believing that is undefeated H, we ----
could symbolize our necessary (and here we assume them to be also sufficient) 

conditions above in the following manner. 

(a ) Ka E.. :sa E... Ja J2.. "-' Da E.. E. 

Substituting t KaE..' for the statement letter ~ in this formula would 

yield the following equivalence_ 

When we said of our s kept ic "He knows t hat ~H, we meant t hat he had 

satisifted those conditions in formula (a) for knowledge. Likewise, if 

we were to say truely of him "He knows that he knows that £.", we would have 

to say that he has satisified those conditions in formula (b) for 

knowing that one knows_ But clearly this not be the case, for our skeptic 

would not believe that he knows that £., because he does not believe that 

he kno~; anything at all, and would therefore not satisfy the neccessary 

cond it ion Ba.Ka.E,._ 



Since, as was shown, it is true that K"aK"aE.:::> K"a£., one who holds 

that the KK-Thesis is true maintains that K"a£.::=- FaKa.12.- This is to say 

that the truth cond it ions for knowing and knowing that one knows are 

the same; whenever one is true so is the other. But our counter example 

with the skeptic would seem to show this to be false, since he has 

satisfied all of the necessary cond it ions for Fa£. without sat isfying 

those for Fa Fa£.. (Notice that his skeptical positi0n would not keep 

him from consistently maintaining any of those necessary conditions in 

formula (a) for kncwledge. As Lehrer says !I ••• all his position debars 

12 

20 
him from is believing such things as would entail that "Te have knowledge," 

and onE' 's believing the cond itions on the right -hand side of (a) would 

not entail his beljeving that he knows anything.} 

Hintikka points out that the KK-Thesis is nothing new under the 

philosophical sun
2l

, so one would expect that this is probably not the 

fi'rst attack ever made upon it. I will try to show presently that this 

counter example car:. s uccede where others have failed _ First we shall 

look at a couple of other proposed counter examples wherein one allegedly 

knows that £. but doesn't believe that he knows that E.-

The first of these is an argument advanced by Colin Radford 

against the ''Entailment Thesis", that is, that Ka.12.~Ba.12..22 His example 

involves an oral examination wherein a person is asked "When did Queen 

Elizabeth die ?" The answer given is "I don 't know, 1603?" Radford tells 

us that the examinee thinks he is guessing. However, since he did learn 

so:ne English history (he forgot that he learned it), and since most of 

his answers to other questions on the subject are correct, Radford 

concluc,es that the person did know that Elizabeth died in 1603, even 

though he did not believe that he knew it (he believes that he is guessing). 



The second counter example, advanced by E. J, Lemmon, involves a man 

who is asked what the value of pi to ten decimal places is and replies 

"I don It know," waits a few minutes and (suddenly remembering that he 

had learned it at school) say "3.1415926536. ,,23 Lemmon says that at 

the time of the first answer, the man knew the answer (as his second 

utterance demonstrates), but did not know that he knew it, whereas 

at the time he says "3.1415926536" he both knows and knows that he 

knows the answer. 

In an analysis of these two examples, Keith Lehrer concludes 

that they both" ••• take conscious conviction and a readiness to report 

as a cond ition of the application of the epistemic term they wish to 

prove 'not to apply while rejecting these as cond it ions of the epistemic 

term they wish to assume does apply. ,,24 In other words, according 

to Lehrer, both Radford and Lemmon assume that a conscious conviction 

that E. and a readiness to report that E.. are not conditions for saying 

that Ki3.£., but that such conditions ~ required for saying BaKi3.E.. or 

I submit that because our counter example does not involve any 

guessing or forgetting, it is free from just this sort of criticism. 

We can, for example, consistently maintain that a conscious conviction 

that £. and a readiness to report that E.. are conditions for knowledge and 

knowledge that one knovTS. If, during an oral examination, our skeptic 

was asked "When did Queen Elizabeth die?", he might immediately reply 

"1603 ".. There is no hes itation before his answer, there is no tone of 

uncerteLinity in his voice. He would maintain that he strongly believes 

that Queen Elizabeth died in 1603 because, for example, all eight of 

the reputable histories of England which he has read reported 1603 as 

13 



the date of Elizabeth's death. We would say that he knows that Queen 

Elizabeth died in 1603 because: (a) he believes it; (b) he is justified 

in believing it; (c) his justification for believing it is undefeated; 

and (d) it is in fact true. ~ however, would not say that he knows 

it because he does not believe that he knows anything (and for good 

philosophical reasons--not as a sort of joke, game or pathological 

obsession), and for this reason ~ would not say that he knows that 

he knows it. Therefore, a "conscious conviction and a willingness to 

report" can be maintained as cond it ions for both knowing and knowing 

tha.t one knows without damage to our counter example. 

The second objection that we might like to anticipate also comes 

from Keith lehrer. In his paper "Belief and Kilowledge "',25 Mr. lehrer 

argues in favor of the Entailment Thesis, mentioned above. Embedded in 

his proof is another proof which runs as follows: 

(1) "'-' BaKap.,..:> ~ 

g~ S => ~ Kap. 

Wherein the statement letter's t stands for "even though ~ correctly 

says that E. and knows that he has said that £., ~ does not know that he 

correctly says that E.." Since (3) is logically equivalent to Kap"::J 

BaKa£., and since we maintain in our counter example both KaE. and 

.- BaKa£., it is important that we find fault with this proof. 

let us add the following to the notation listed above: 

'!. correct ly says t hat E.. 
'!. says that E.. 

It should be obvious, I think, that cSap., -= Sa£.· p.,. It would seem to 
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follow, then that KacSaE.:= KaSap.,-o KaE.. let us now take the sentences that 

comprise s and call them members of the set ~. Thus: 



/J. - ( cSa £., KaSa FJ "v KaCSa E.,) • 

Since both KaSaE., and r,/ KaCSa£ are members of b.. , and since the 

conjunction of l<8.£ and KaSaE., would yield KacSaE." it should be fairly 

obvious that A ;:J.-v'Ka£., which is exactly what premi~ (2) of Mr. Lehrer's 

argument maintains. We will, then, grant Lehrer this premise. It is 

with premise (1) that we must find fault if we are to cast doubt upon 

the proof. 
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Premise (1) states that "'-" PaKa£ ~~. Now if -~ were conjoined 

with -"./ PaKa£ and a contradiction were to result, we would have to maintain 

that",-, PaKaE.:=>~. We first need to see what the difference between s 

ana -s would be. I think that, because of the word s "even though" in the 

English version of ~ given above, the only difference between sand "VS 

would be that the last part of r~ ~ would read " ••• he knows that he has 

correctly said that £." The formulation of premise (2) would seem to bear 

this out, because i~f l<8.£,:::> '" ~ (which is logically equivalent to ~ -:>---KaE..) 

then KaCSaE.. would have to be a member of >'V~ instead of~KaCSa£. So, if 

we were to construct a set called !1 * for ----s in the same manner in 

whi.ch we made one called 11 for s we would get the following: 

6. * .::: (cSa E." KaSa E." l<8.CSa E.) • 

Now, if the addition of N BaKaI2. to the membership of fl * res ults in a 

contrad ietion, then f.. * :::; BaKa£., which is to say that ~ ~:::> PaKaE,.. 

This is logically equivalent to -., BaKaE,. :::;; ~ and this, in turn, is premise 

(1). rt is clear that the addition of '~BaKaE.. to (cSa£., l<8.SaE,.) cannot 

result in a contradiction, because this is a sub-set of both tJ. and JJ. *, 

and we 'iTant ."" Pal<8.E,. to be inconsistent with b. * but not b,.. Therefore, 

the contrad iction must be between AJBaKa£, and KaCSaE:,.. We said above that 

KaCsa£, '-::0; l<8.SaE.· KaJ2.., so the contrad iction must be because .... .., Bal<8.E., is 



inconsi[,tent with (EaSav Kar.). But we, just noted t'lat --EaKaE. 

could not be inc'Jnsistent with ¥aSav so that leaves KB-E.. If ----BaM£. 

is inconsistent with ~E.J then 11* J :caMP, but the fact that A*-:::> 

BaKaE. is in turn betng used as a premise in support of t!:e fact that 

'"'-"BaKaE. is inconsistent with ME. (Le., that "'-"B'3.KaE.?'VKaE.). In other 

words, presmise (1) Gf Mr. Lehrer's argument cannot be supported unless 

(3), the conclusion, is already assumed. 

rY. 

In t~e previous three sections we took a look at two systems of 

epi:otemic logic, and found reasons to criticize both. In this section, 
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we shall attempt to formulated a thiro system of logic which will hopefully 

include the advantages of the two systems discussed above while eliminating 

the parts of those systems whose results we criticized. 

Out of sheer personal preference, I shall set my system up in a 

fort:lat similar to Ackermann's. Assuming the existence of some set ~J 

a series of operations shall be outlined wtiich can be applied to 11. 

Whether or not the sets resulting from the application of these procedures 

are consistent will determine whether or not b itself is cons istent. We 

shall, however J adopt Hintikka's operators. In this context, let us lay 

the groundwork for our system with the following "rule." 

(1) f1 is th~ set of sentences, each member of which represents 

some claim about a's conscious beliefs or knowledge, or about 

a's lack of conscious beliefs or knowledge, or about the 

possibility of ~ having certain consciolls beliefs or know-

ledge. Each member of 6 is prefixed by one of the following 

operators: 



Ba 

"'""Ea. 

Ka 

....... Ka 

Ca 

-'"'-' Ca 

Fa 

"'-'Fa 

The first 

"a believes that:" 

"a does not believe that:" 

"a knows that:" 

"a does not know that:" 

"it is compatible vrith everything that a believes 
that: " 

"it is not compatible with everything that a 
believes that:" 

"it is possible for all a knows that:" 

"it is not possible for all a lmows that:" 

procedure vrhich we shall introduce shall be silUiIar to 
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Ackermann's "Belief Argumentation," but will avoid producing Ea.Ea.!?=>Bal?., 

as a theorem of our system. Notice (see section I above) that the reason 

that Balla£,::> Ba£. falJs out of l\ckermann's system is that his Belief 

AugmenbLtion stipulates that every member of B shall also be a member of 

B*, and that, if BaBa!?. is an element of B both Ea.,£ and ,ll are added to B*. 

In an effort to correct this, we shall begin our second rule in the 

following manner. 

(2) Doxastic Augmentation (D.A.) is an operation applied to the 

members of fj to form a new set, L\dox, which is a doxastic 

alternative to 6 with respect to ~. 

(a) For every element of the form 'Ba!?.' 1.n ~, include 
an element of the form '£.' in bdox. 

Thw~, if' L'1 was (BaBaE." "'-' Ea.!?.), ~dox would be (Ea.!?.), showing no 

26 inconsistency. In Hintikka's doxastic logic, there is a condition 

(c. "" P:', which was discussed in section II above. In order to incorporate 

this condition into our system, we need to add another part to Rule (2) as 

follows : 

(b) For every element of the form '''-'Cal?,' -in A, in
clude both 'Ba,..j £.' and ''"'''''£' in /.idox. 
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By including both Ba '"'" E.. and ""'-'E.. in Lldox, we absorb into our system two 

of Hintikka's conditions: (C. ~ F), which would include Ba -----~ in ,6., 

and (C.:B*), which is the basis for (a) in our Rule (2) in the first place. 

Here we include Ba -.... £, in ..6dox because, assuming that E. v""£, is true 

and £. i~; incompatible with everything that we believe, we will believe 

----.... £, if we carry out the implications of our beliefs far enough. 

Our next procedure is our counterpart to Ackermann's "Disbelief 

?roced Ul~e," the only change being an add ition to include the operators 

Ca E. and Ca "" £,. 

(3) Doxastic Compatibility Procedure (D.C.F.) is an operation 

applied to the members of!~ and !J dox to form new sets, 

!l doxv 6 dOx2 •••• 6. doxn , which are doxastic 

alternatives to.1 and6,dox with respect to a. 

(a) If there are ~ elements of the form '''''"'Ba£,' or 
'Ca--v£,' (or '",Ba""E.' or 'CaE.') in6and/or .Adox, 
then n different sets, ~doxl, L)dox2 ... ~doxn, 
shall-be formed. 

(b) Every element of L1dox is an element of every set 
LldoXl, L1doX2 ••• lldoxn. 

(c) If either' "'-'Ba£.' or 'Ca""E.' (or both) is an element 
of 6. or !1.dox, then ''''£.' is an element of some set 

(d ) 

.6. dox i. 

If either t "",Be. """£,' or 'Cap' (or both) is an element 
of 6. or 6dox, then I£,I-is an element of some 
set bdoy 1. 

In the manner in wbich we have developed these two procedures for 

doxastic logic, we will develop two similar procedures for epistemic logic. 

The only difference between our first epistemic procedure, which we shall 

call ''Epistemic Augmentation," and Doxastic Augmentation is that the former 

should p'ove the thenrum KaKaE..:::> ME; while the latter will not prove the 
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theorum BaBaR::J BaR. The parenthetical clause in part (a) of the 

following will servE" that purpose. 

(4) Epistemic Augmentation (E.A.) is an operation applied to 

the members of /j to form a new set, t.ep, which is an 

epist~mic alternative to ~ with respect to a. 

(a) ~'or ever:' ",lement of the form 'K<'l.E..' in 1J., include 
an element of the form 'E..' in 6.ep (if KaKap is an 
~lement of 6., add both 'Ka.:£.' and 'p' to [j,ep). 

(b) For every element of the form 'rvPap' in 1:,. 1 add 
~ 'Ka.~. E..' and I "VE' to 6eP. -

The second epistemic proced ure, the "Epistemic Pass ibility Proced ure, " 

corresponds exactly with the Doxastic Compatibility Procedure. 

(5) Epistem:icPossibUtty Procednre (E.P.P.) is an operation 

applied to the members of ~ and ~ep to form new sets, 

l~ eP2. • • b. ern, which are epistemic 

alternatives to ~ and 6ep with respect to ~. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

T.f there are n elements of the form '''"v ¥ap' or 
'Fa ~ E..' (or T "'-'lCa --vE.. or "PaE..') in !1 andlor Aep, 
then ~ different sets, l.e Pl' [~ep2 ••• AePn' 
s hall be formed. 

Every element of 6ep is an element of every set 
6.ePl1 .LleP2··· ~ePn. 

If either ''''-' ffi:£.' or I Fa-v-E..' (or both) is an element 
of /::, or nep, then ''''E.' is an element of some set 

11 ePi. 

(d) If either' --.- Ka..'VE.' or IFaE..' (or both) is an element 
of f). or 6dox, then '£' is an element of some set 
b doxi. 

One last "rule I' is n"'eded in our system, which will constitute the actual 

test of consistency. 

(6) Consistency Requirement (C.R.) If.~ is consistent, then 

an~r doxastic or epistemic alternative resulting from the 

application(s) of (2) thru (5) to b,. (or ~dox or .b.ep) will 

be consistent according to the rules of standard sentential 

logic. 



As it stands, our system provides a means of checking whether 

or not certain doxastic or epistemic sets are consistent, but will 

tell us nothing about the consistency of a set containing both doxastic 

and epi:otemic operators. For example, assuming the standard definition 
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of knowledge, we would not want to be incapable of proving (fa£., "'-'PaE.) 

inconsistent.. In Hintikka's system when certain rules and conditions are 

used "e,rery dosast ie alternat ive is also an epistemic alternat ive. " 

Suppose that we have three sets, A, Band C. Now let us suppose that B 

ia 9.n epistemic alternative to A, and that C is a doxastic alternative to 

A. According to Hintikka, then, C is also an epistemic alternative to 

A. ThiE: does not say, however, that B is also a doxastic alternative to 

A. The reason why this is the case is that we want our beliefs to be 

restricted by our knowledge, but not vice versa. This is to say that, 

if I know that £., it would be inconsistent for me to claim that I believe 

that "'" E.. Given the two claims fa£. and Pa '" £., we would want the know

ledge claim to overrule the belief claim, but not vice versa. That is, 

given these two claims, we would not force the knowledge claim to conform 

to the belief claim, but rather the reverse. It can be seen that this 

aspect of the logic of belief and knowledge is again due to the fact 

t hat K9. E.,::) E" wh i le Pa £. =:l £.. 

We can reflect this logical behavior in our system by includ ing in 

the procedure Doxastic Augmentation all of the steps which from the 

procedure Epistemic Augmentation, and we will show that the reverse cannot 

be done. Let us add the steps to Doxastic Augmentation which are labeled 

(a) and (b) under Epistemic Augmentation, and call them (c) and (d). 

Thus, if we have (K9.EJ Pa·~ E.), by Doxast ic Augment at ion we will obtain 

(EJ ,A./E.), which is obviously l.nconsistent according to our Consistency 
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Requirements. What about the set (~£. "-'Ba£.)? By an application of 

Dox9.stie Augmentation we obtaiu (e), and by an application of the Doxastic 

Compatibility Procedure we have (,e., ""'E)' These results square with our 

intuitive notions of the relationship between belief and knowledge. 

Yet, we cannot similarly include as (c) and (d) under Epistemic 

Augmentation those steps which are (a) ana (b) under Doxastic Augmentation. 

Suppose for a moment that we have done so. We could then construct the 

following proof: 

(1) ( Ba,e., ,-v Y.a.E.) 6. assumption 

(2 ) (E.) 6. ep (E .A.) 

(3) (EJ ..., E) /j, ePl (E.P.P.) 

Certainly we do not want BaE. => ~E.. to be a theorem provable by our system. 

ThUf;, Dcxastic Augmentation can include (a) and (b) of Epistemic 

Augmentation, but not vice versa. Again, this is because our beliefs must 

conform to the "wor la" described by our knowledge, but not vice versa. 

Thus, the epistemic conditions can be imposed upon the doxastic alternatives, 

maktng them also epistemic alternatives, but the doxastic cono it ions cannot 

be imposed upon the I;pistemic alternatives prod ucing counter-intuit ive 

results. 

'We have constructed a system which will: (a) check doxastic sets 

for consisteucy; (b) check epistemic sets for consistency; and (c) check 

sets containing both doxastie '3.nd epistemic operators for consistency. 

Given ou:r system, we can prove the following: 

(1) (.-BaE.t ~Ba "'-'E,) and (CaE.,.. Ca"'-' E) consistent to preserve 
d oxastie agnosticism; 

~2) ("'- KaR.; "'-Ka"'-'E.) and (faR.; Fa. /'V£.) consistent to preserve 
epistemic agnosticism; 

(3) (:&I.B9.:e., ""-"fuR) consistent because Ba39.E, '* Ea:E,; 

(4) (:&I.E,; -.... BaB9.E) consistent bec9.use BaE, ~ BaBa.£; 



(5) (Ka£., ~ YaK8.j2) consistent because KaE,.;P ¥:aKap; 

(6) ("'-'M£., ~ M "'-/E,., IDE) (and all nthcr cases of believing, 
not believing or disbelieving anything a,hout which one 
know nothing) consistent; 

('7) (YaE,., "-' mE..) aud (Ya£., m rv !:) inconsistent because M£. ~ 
E,. and Fa£.;:J B9.£.j and 

(8) (MM£., "'V KallJ inconsistent because I<aYar..::::J ME.. 
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Appendix: A Proposed System of 
Epistemic Ingic 

(1) 6. is the set cf sentences, each member of which represents some 

(2 ) 

cla.im about a's conscious beliefs or knowledge, or about a's lack 

of conscious beliefs or knowledge, or about the possibility of a 

having certain conscious beliefs or knowledge. Each member ofCi 

is prefixed by one of the following operators: 

Ba 

-""'-' Ba 

:M 

~ &i. 

Ca 

/V'Ca 

Fa 

"'-' Fa 

Dw:astic 

"a be lieves that:" 

"a does not believes that:" 

"a knows that:" 

"a does not know that:" 

"it ia compatible with everything that a believes 
that: ,. 

"it is not compatible with everything that a 
believes that:" 

"it is possible for aJI a knows that :" 

"it is not possible for all a knows that: ,. 

Augmentation (D.A.) is an operation applied to the members 

of 6. to form a new set, 6.dox, which is a doxastic alternative to 

6. with respect to ~. 

(a) For every element of the form 'BaE.,' in L\, include an element 
of the form 'E.,' in Ud ox. 

(b) For every element of the form ',,- CaE.,' in 6., include both 
'Ba -..... E.,' and ' "'-- E.,' in 6.d ox. 

(c) For every.eLement of the form ':Mp' in 6., include an element 
of the form 'pI in 6.dox (if :MI<i1p is an element of !:::.., 
add both ':MR' and 'E.' to ~dox.T 



(d) For every element of the form t ---- PaE.,' in £::, J add both 
'Ka..-vE.,' and '''--'£.' to t1.dox. 

(3) Doxastic Compatibility Procedure (D.C.P.) is an operati.on applied 

to the :nembers of t1 and Lldox to form new sets, L)doxI J 

6 doxn , which are doxastic alternatives to !::. and tJ..dox with 

res:pect to a. 

(a) If there are !.!..elements of the form '"""-'BaE.,' or 'Ca"-"E.,' 
(or t "'-- Ba ---- E.,' or 'CaE) in 6. and / or ~ d ox, then !.!.. 
different sets, 6.doxl1 .6. d oX2 , ••• . 6.doxn, shall be 
formed. 

(b) Every element of t1dox is an element of every set Ii doxl, 
6dox2, ••• l1d0fn. 

(c) If either! "'-'"Ba£.' or 'Ca..-"\./E.,' (or both) is an element of.l1 
or ..6.dox, then' "-/ £.' is an element of some set ..6 doxi. 

(d) If either '~:sa -'V E.,' or 'Ca£.' (or both) is an element of /1 
or 6dox, then '£.' is an element of some set 6doXi. 

(4) Epistemic Augmentation (E.A.) is an operation applied to the members 

(5 ) 

of ~ to form a new set, ~ep, which is an epistemic alternative to 

6. with respect to ~. 

(a) For every element of the form '.M.E.' in .6. , include an element 
of the form '£.' in b ep (if Ks.Ks.£. is an element of 6.. , 
add ~ 'Ka£.' and '£.' to Llep). 

(b) For every element of the form ' ~"Pa£.' in 6., add both 
'Ks. J2.' and ',,-, J2.' to L1 ep. 

Epi:3temic Poss ibility Prcced ure (El'.P.) is an operation applied to 

the members of ~ and Llep to form new sets, ~epV 6eP2' 

l~ePn' which are epistemic alternat ives to ~ and Ilep with res pect 

to a • . ~ 

(a) If there are !!. elements of the form ' '"'-' Ks.£.' or 'Pa ""'-' £.' 
(or '.rvKs.--v-J2.' or 'Pap') in ~ and/or .6.ep, the ndifferent 
sets, 6epv 6eP2;- b.. ePrl' shall be formed. 



(b) Every element of D ep is an element of every set 6.. ePl1 
t1eP2, •.• Lien· 

(c) 

(a) 

If either 
6 or 
llePi' 

, ,'""' Ka E,.' or 'Pa ''-' E,.' (or both) is an element of 
6ep, then ' ~~ E,.' is an element of some set 

If either ' "'-' Ka ,',.' p' or 'PaE,.' (or both) is an element of 
6 or .6ep , then TE' is an element of some set L}e-r;1. 

(6) Consistency Requirement (C.R.). If.[1 is consistent, then any 

dmcastic or epistemic altnernative to (j will be consistent accord-

ing to the rules of standard Sentential Logic. 
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